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— For Pam Sheingorn
in the year 1343, a nun named Mechthilt die Rittrin prayed in the upO neperday,Rhenish
convent of St. Katharinenthal before a Holy Sepulcher, a popu-

lar devotional object that recreated Christ’s tomb in Jerusalem. e Sister-Book of
St. Katharinenthal records Mechthilt taking “our Lord’s hand and foot in her hand”
and nding “him esh and blood as if a real human body were laid there.”1 e
Katharinenthal sepulcher was likely of the type popular in the fourteenth century:
a wooden coﬃn with a removable eﬃgy, both polychromed. e earliest extant example of such a set comes from the Cistercian convent of Maigrauge, created c. 1330,
and so roughly contemporary with Mechthilt’s experience: there, the life-sized statue
of Christ lies supine in a sepulcher painted with Passion narratives (Figures 1-2).2 Such
a sepulcher, to borrow from Pamela Sheingorn, stood at the intersection of liturgy,
drama, and social practices of the later Middle Ages.3 In posing the uid place of the
image in the cultural production of the Middle Ages, Sheingorn was one of the rst
art historians to step away from the prima-dopo issue that predicated the lively debates
on the relationship between medieval art and drama since the dawn of the twentieth
century. Her work on English Easter sepulchers was among the earliest truly nuanced
studies of this relationship, and it is for this reason that I would like to return to
the subject, shifting the focus, however, to the visual valences of those performances
enacted before and by an eﬃgy in a painted coﬃn.
For there was much being performed at the Katharinenthal sepulcher. e sculpture performed a miracle, or perhaps a miracle was performed through it. e nun
performed the role of the mourner at the Deposition, before the wooden Christ, and
the role of the supplicant in her present-day convent, before the invisible resurrected
Christ. Her cognitive faculties, with the help of her senses, performed her desires.
Her touch eﬀectively re-performed the Incarnation. An art historian making sense
of the Maigrauge sepulcher through the lens of such performances that took place at
St. Katharinenthal thus nds herself reaching to a series of interdisciplinary aids: the
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uid anthropology of medieval image theory, at least as it emerges from miracle compendia and convent chronicles; contemporary performance theory as it is formulated
by theatre historians; and what can be loosely termed a somatosensory theory engaged
with issues of materiality as much as with aﬀective neuroscience.
Holy Sepulchers were often centerpieces of paschal liturgy, and the Passion narratives that adorn the Maigrauge coﬃn (see Figure 1) closely re ect liturgical performances that were enacted during the Easter rituals, including the depositio crucis and
the visitatio sepulchri.4 e Lamentation scene, which stresses the wounds in icted
upon Christ’s body, is featured on the front inner lid: scourges and the crown of thorns
are suspended from the cross; Nicodemus holds pliers, and Joseph of Arimathea carries
the hammer and the three nails; the oversized Christ stretched on the ground bleeds
profusely, uncannily echoing his doppelganger in the coﬃn. At the back, behind the
sculpted corpus, stand the mourners: the three holy women and St. John holding up
the Virgin. At the foot and the head of the eﬃgy, Isaiah and Job painted on the inner side panels keep guard, holding scrolls inscribed with “Enim sepulchrum eius est
gloriosum” (“For his sepulcher is glorious”) and “Solum michi est super sepulcrum”
(“Only the grave remains for me”). e front of the exterior features fragments of
what appears to be the scene of the Deposition; the back is painted with four gures
under the arcades. As the sepulcher opens, the pale eﬃgy of Christ emerges into view,
displacing its painted iteration, materializing before the viewers’ eyes, and, as I will
argue, implicating the beholders in the corporeality of the sculpted body (see Figure
2). Christ’s wounds are deep, cut in relief, bloody – indeed, his entire body, covered
with lacerations, seems to ooze blood. His body is wrapped in a shroud; only face,
hands, feet, and a bit of torso remain bare, open to visual and haptic engagements.
One easily envisions Mechthilt grasping at such limbs.
At a very basic level, then, a Holy Sepulcher complete with the bleeding Christ
could activate what Antonio Damasio calls somatic markers: “feelings generated from
secondary emotions [that] have been connected, by learning, to predicted future outcomes of certain scenarios.”5 If images, as has been argued, could serve as vehicles
for bringing about and guiding a visionary experience, then the exaggerated, eﬄuent
wounds puncturing the ashen eﬃgy would certainly target aﬀective response on the
part of the nuns at Maigrauge.6 Common devotional exercises encouraged the pious to re-envision and to re-live the events of the Passion as part of their empathetic
meditation on Christ’s life; famously, Ludolph of Saxony (d. 1378) enjoined the worshipper to behave – to speak, to mourn, indeed, to live – “as though the Lord were
suﬀering before thy very eyes.”7 If somatic markers label emotional responses to past
events and thus condition future behaviors, then the formal qualities of the Maigrauge
sepulcher could function as eﬀective visual triggers both for the miraculous experience
of the image’s en eshment and for the performance of what Richard Schechner has
famously termed “restored” (repeatable, iterable) behavior on behalf of the viewer.8
But it is not enough to suggest that the visual characteristics of Christ’s body imprinted by torments were inherent in enforcing Mechthilt’s performance. Instead, we
may wish to consider this tormented body as a performative site itself, the place where
later medieval attitudes towards images – contradictory, laden with suspicion, laced
with confusion – collided. Anthropologically speaking, the transformation of the ef-
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gy into esh and blood – a moment of quasi-transubstantiation that casts Mechthilt
as the priest and the wood as the sacrament – structures the performative space of the
sepulcher as sacral and liminal.9 is kind of space is frequently described in contemporary miracle collections that feature stories about animated sculptures, none denser
than the Dialogus Miraculorum by the Cistercian prior Caesarius of Heisterbach (d.
c. 1240).10 His collection was mined for exempla by generations of preachers, who
wished to discuss not only the movement but also the en eshment of images, such as
the one that took place in the oratory of St. Goar in Trèves, where a wooden cruci x,
wounded by an enemy artillerist, began dripping blood “as if from human veins.”11
e casual ease with which Christ’s images in particular come to life in miracle tales
– and the equally casual narrative acceptance of such enlivening – suggests that an
object such as the Holy Sepulcher eﬃgy had the potential not only to be used as a
movable prop in a liturgical performance, but also to become the living, responsive
protagonist of any kind of embodied engagement. For example, to a knight who
spared his father’s murderer in Christ’s honor and took a subsequent pilgrimage to
the church of the Holy Sepulcher, Caesarius writes, “the image of the Lord’s body
bowed very plainly … from the cross” in full view of his companions.12 Conversely,
in another miracle, a bell-ringer of the church of St. George in Cologne, who was
stealing candles lit before a cross-shaped reliquary, was attacked by this cross when it
came to life: the object “smote him so heavily that he fell sick and spat blood forth for
days.”13 A Cistercian nun, who once saw light emanating from the arm of a sculpted
cruci x in her church, experienced another miracle soon thereafter while reading a
Psalter in front of a wooden Virgin and Child sculpture: “the little child came to her
unexpectedly, and as if He desired to know what she was reading, looked at the book
and went back to His mother.”14
Miracle stories present us with a world in which any image has the potential for
animation, and in which the elision of living matter and dead wood is implicit. Like
the eﬃgy that was en eshed for Mechthilt, we might recognize the wooden Christ at
Maigrauge – his pale bloody hands, his elongated, wounded feet – as an agent, poised
to come alive for any Cistercian nun who used it for pietistic exercises. e medium
of wood is important here. In discussing Isidore of Seville’s explication of materia
as a maternal, “fertile and capable of becoming” material, Caroline Walker Bynum
draws attention to Isidore’s identi cation of matter with wood: “All wood is called
matter because from it something is made, so if you refer to a door or a statue, it will
be matter.”15 As a generative body, the wood is never inert; its material indexes the
wood of the cross, which in contemporary theological discourses was con ated with
Christ’s esh.16 e intimate association between the wood and the body cruci ed on
it implicates both material images and living bodies in the re-performance of scriptural
narratives: in the York plays, for instance, the largely silent presence of Christ stages
his body as an artifact, a devotional image, as well as a living actor, eliding the eshly
body and its mute inanimate representation.17
But the eﬃgy supine in the sepulcher did not merely transform for Mechthilt; it
also transformed Mechthilt herself. Its enlivening reconstituted the nun, reformulated
her very essence. As performance theorist Herbert Blau has posited, the audience
“does not exist before the play but is initiated or precipitated by it; it is not an entity
to begin with but a consciousness constructed.”18 e performer’s desires are mapped
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onto the eﬃgy, and yet the eﬃgy constructs the performance along with the performer:
in essence, Mechthilt and the wooden Christ respond to one another. e notion of
conceptual integration, or blending, recently explored by theatre scholars, is useful
to consider for the kind of performative embodiment that could take place before
convent sepulchers.19 It suggests, to quote cognitive scientist Mark Turner, “a powerful
basic mental operation in which input mental arrays are integrated to create a new
mental array.”20 Mechthilt’s brush with Christ’s esh was a sensual encounter, which
eﬀectively precipitated all manner of conceptual integration, collapsing the space of
the monastery and the site of Christ’s burial, the esh of the dead body and the dead
wood that represented it, the present-day nun and the mourner of the past. In the
convent of Wienhausen, for example, the blending of two spaces – the imaginary
space of Jerusalem and the immediate environment of the monastery – allowed the
monastics to travel, as is detailed in the convent sister-book, from locus to locus,
re-performing Christ’s Passion through their immediate environment and their own
bodies. e Holy Sepulcher of Wienhausen – a wooden coﬃn with an eﬃgy akin
to that at Maigrauge and probably to that of Katharinenthal – stood in the nun’s
choir, and so perpetually marked it as Golgotha (Figure 3).21 And yet, as Blau writes,
“[a]bout any audience one must ask not only what they are likely to see and respond to
but what they are likely to overlook and resist.”22 In the blended locus of the Maigrauge
sepulcher, the praying nun would overlook the eﬃgy’s inert materiality and resist its
conspicuous arti ce. Instead, she would perform the representation of the dead body
as the dead body – that is, Christ is not immobile because he is a sculpture but because
he is dead. If “a performance act,” to quote Carole Stern and Bill Henderson, “is
interactional in nature [because] it involves symbolic forms and live bodies,” then
in this instance conceptual integration allows not only interaction between but also
con ation of the symbolic and the living, both in regard to Christ’s body and in regard
to the body of the viewer.23
e beholder’s role is therefore quintessential to the performance of enlivening,
especially because the living images that con ate and purposefully confuse the prototype and its representation nd no place in the theological trajectory of what has been
termed the région de dissemblance.24 e trajectory of this dissemblance is initiated by
humanity’s creation in God’s image, and it turns, to borrow from Robert Javelet, on
the pivot of Christ’s advent, when exiled and spiritually blinded humankind begins
the recovery of this divine image, now available in an approximate material representation only.25 But the alterity of living images functions precisely from its disjunction
with lived reality, mended by the agency of a viewer such as Mechthilt. We read her
presence as a catalyst for the transformation, for the kaleidoscopic dislocation of space
and matter within and around the sepulcher. e eﬃgy in the coﬃn thus becomes
a performance image, a performing body made neither of esh nor of wood, and by
granting agency to the beholder it indicates the act of viewing as a fully embodied
experience.
e concept of embodied experience stands at the crux of phenomenological studies of response and memory, from neurocultural elds to somaesthetics. Neuroaﬀective studies that consider images, to quote Semir Zeki, as “an extension of the major
function of the visual brain,” serve as a useful complement to Merleau-Ponty’s philosophical explorations of reception; for instance, the ndings on the mirror neuron
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mechanism – which allows beholders to respond empathetically and mimetically to
images through visuomotor interaction – could yield valuable insight into Mechthilt’s
interaction with the sepulcher. 26 In turn, somaesthetics – a subdiscipline of philosophy concerned, to borrow from its founder Robert Shusterman, with “one’s body as a
locus of sensory-aesthetic appreciation (aesthesis) and creative self-fashioning” – may
oﬀer the possibility of studying Mechthilt’s aﬀective performance in terms of ameliorative kinesthesis of perception, in which her haptic interaction with the sepulcher
sought an eﬃcacious engagement with Christ’s eﬃgy, thus improving her “environment to which [her] movements contribute and from which they draw their energies
and signi cance.”27 By way of conclusion, then, we might suggest that the examination of the Maigrauge sepulcher through the multifaceted notion of embodiment
could allow us to consider the manner in which Mechthilt’s mind and body produced
a state of consciousness in which Christ’s limbs turned into esh; to posit the role
of material imagery in this series of cognitive, emotional, and somatic performances;
and to con rm the signi cance of Mechthilt’s “corporeal vision, which is seen,” as
Caesarius would have it, “after a bodily appearance, by the bodily eyes.”28
Figures

Figure 1. e Holy Sepulcher from the Cistercian Abbey of
Maigrauge (Magerau), mid-fourteenth century. (Photo: author)
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Figure 2. e Holy Sepulcher from the Cistercian Abbey of
Maigrauge (Magerau), mid-fourteenth century; detail: Christ’s
eﬃgy. Christ: about 155 cm, the sepulcher: 101 by 189 by
52 cm. (Photo: author)

Figure 3. e Holy Sepulcher at Wienhausen. Christ: 13th c.,
coﬃn: 15th c. (Photo: author)
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